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ABSTRACT

Despite advances in preventive therapy, prognosis in chronic
kidney disease (CKD) is still grim. Clinical cohorts of CKD pa-
tients provide a strategic resource to identify factors that drive
progression in the context of clinical care and to provide a
basis for improvement of outcome. The combination with bio-
banking, moreover, provides a resource for fundamental and
translational studies. In 2007, the Dutch government initiated
and funded the String of Pearls Initiative (PSI), a strategic
effort to establish infrastructure for disease-based biobanking
in the University Medical Centres (UMCs) in the Netherlands,
in a 4-year start-up period. CKD was among the conditions se-
lected for biobanking, and this resulted in the establishment of
the Biobank of Nephrological Diseases-NL (BIND-NL)
cohort. Patients with CKD Stages 1–4 are eligible. The data
architecture is designed to reflect routine care, with specific
issues added for enrichment, e.g. questionnaires. Thus, the
collected clinical and biochemical data are those required by

prevailing guidelines for routine nephrology care, with a

minimal dataset for all patients, and diagnosis-specific data for
the diagnostic categories of primary and secondary glomerular
disorders and adult dominant polycystic kidney disease, re-
spectively. The dataset is supplemented by a biobank, contain-
ing serum, plasma, urine and DNA. The cohort will be
longitudinally monitored, with yearly follow-up for clinical
outcome. Future linking of the data to those from the national
registries for renal replacement therapy is foreseen to follow
the patients’ lifeline throughout the different phases of renal
disease and different treatment modalities. In the design of the
data architecture, care was taken to ensure future exchange-
ability of data with other CKD cohorts by applying the data
harmonization format of the Renal DataSHaPER, with a
dataset based upon standardized indicator sets to facilitate col-
laboration with other CKD cohorts. Enrolment started in
2010, and over 2200 eligible patients have been enrolled in the
different UMCs. Follow-up of enrolled patients has started,
and enrolment will continue at a slower rate. The aggregation
and standardization of clinical data and biosamples from large
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numbers of CKD patients will be a strategic resource not only
for clinical and translational research, but also by its basis in
routine clinical care for clinical governance and quality im-
provement projects.

Keywords: biobank, BIND-NL, renal data shaper, String of
Pearls Initiative, PSI; chronic kidney disease

INTRODUCTION

Despite advances in detection and therapy, the prognosis in
chronic kidney disease (CKD) is still grim. Moreover, the inci-
dence and prevalence of CKD are increasing worldwide, which
is associated with a high burden of disease, both in terms of
human suffering and health care expenditure [1]. The costs of
treatment for end stage renal disease alone have been esti-
mated at 0.7–1.8% of national expenditures in European coun-
tries [2], and the costs of earlier stages of CKD may amount to
similar figures [3]. Better understanding of the forces driving
CKD, its progression and complications, is therefore urgently
needed to improve management and prognosis. Clinical
cohorts of CKD patients, providing longitudinal data on the
clinical course in CKD patients are a strategic resource to this
purpose. Moreover, combining clinical datasets with a biobank
will allow the possibility to benefit from the advances in funda-
mental science and technology, including genetics, genomics
[4], proteomics [5], metabolomics and more, thus providing a
resource to translate fundamental progress into clinical benefit
for CKD patients. As epidemiology of CKD is geographically
diverse, it is important to have well-documented biobanks from
different regions, as extrapolation from one cohort to another
may not be warranted. Here, we describe the background and
organization of the recently established PSI BIND-NL cohort, a
large national CKD cohort plus biobank from the Netherlands.

THE PARELNOER-STRING OF PEARLS
INITIATIVE : PS I

In 2007, the Dutch government provided a start-up grant for
the National Parelsnoer-String of Pearls Initiative (PSI), with
the metaphor of Parelsnoer, Dutch for String of Pearls, sym-
bolizing the collaboration between the different University
Medical Centres (UMCs). (www.parelsnoer.org; www.string-
of-pearls.org) PSI was funded as a strategic project of the
Netherlands Federation of UMCs (NFU), the network of the
eight Dutch UMCs, to establish a series of collaborative
disease-based biobanks, for selected medical conditions, in-
cluding CKD, with participation of all UMCs. The other se-
lected disease conditions include cerebrovascular accident,
diabetes mellitus, inflammatory bowel disease, malignant
lymphoma, neurodegenerative disease, rheumatoid arthritis,
arthrosis and hereditary colon carcinoma and more are in the
process of being added. The overall aim of the PSI start-up
project was to establish a durable collaborative infrastructure
for clinical and translational scientific purposes for the UMCs,
and more specifically to (i) provide a resource for translational

science, by up-scaling and harmonization of biobanking, thus
fuelling collaboration between UMCs; (ii) provide infrastruc-
ture for quality of care improvement, by use of data extracted
from the clinical care process and (iii) stimulate standardiza-
tion of clinical care processes by use of standardized electronic
patients files and harmonization of clinical protocols.

The disease-based biobanks share a central infrastructure
that serves to connect the de-centralized data collections into
the respective disease-based data banks by an integrated Infor-
mation and Communication Technology (ICT) system that
supports the development of the specific technical as well as
ethical and legal expertise required for large-scale biobanking.
The collection of data and biosamples is based on Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP) within the routine clinical care of
the different UMCs, which will allow the use of the data collec-
tions for quality development systems, as well as for registry
purposes. All data are pseudonymized. The structure and
workflow of the PSI cohorts, including the BIND-NL cohort, is
shown in Figure 1, depicting how clinical and biochemical data
from the different UMCs are being entered from local sources
into the central database infrastructure, whereas the biobank
sampling as well as processing and storage take place locally.

By this initiative, the NFU and the government acknowledge
the enormous potential of rapidly expanding expertise on large-
scale biobanking that was mainly developed in general popula-
tion cohorts, and aim to extend this dynamic field of expertise
to the domain of patient cohorts. The importance of well-
documented long-term follow-up of cohorts from the general
population and patient cohorts has stood out for decades. The
recent developments in genetics, requiring sample sizes that
were unheard of so far, have provided considerable impetus to
the domain of data banking and biobanking, with specific em-
phasis on the requirements to allow meaningful large-scale col-
lection and pooling or exchange of data and biosamples from
different sources, such as harmonization of data description and
biosample processing [6]. Carrying this expertise to the realm of
clinical nephrology is an enormous challenge, but will be of
great potential value by enabling the generation of new insights
from large-scale datasets generated from clinical practice.

The start-up funding of the PSI program, covering the
period of 2007–11 allowed the establishment of the local and
central infrastructure, and the inclusion of eight disease-based
baseline cohorts. After a review by the NFU in autumn 2011, a
4-year extension period was granted. During this extension
period, the PSI infrastructure should be fully integrated into
the routine care processes of the UMCs, thus denoting state-
of-the-art biobanking as a distinguishing feature of clinical
care in UMCs. Moreover, this integration should ensure future
inclusion and follow-up at minimal costs.

BIND-NL : DESIGN AND CURRENT STATUS

Patients with CKD Stages 1–4 attending outpatient nephrol-
ogy clinics of all eight UMCs in the Netherlands are invited to
participate. All patients with Stage 1–4 are eligible, the main
exclusion criteria being inability to provide informed consent,
non-CKD and circumstances in which of loss of follow-up is
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very likely, such as a life expectancy <6 months. The nephrol-
ogy departments of the UMCs in the Netherlands generally
function as a second- and third-line referral centre, providing
basic as well as sophisticated patient care, depending on the re-
gional circumstances. The distribution of the CKD patients
over primary care, private practice nephrology and the UMCs
in the Netherlands has not been quantified so far, but it can
safely be assumed that the majority of patients with early
stages of CKD are under care of their general practitioner. The
BIND-NL cohort, by its broad inclusion criteria, thus will
contain a diversity of patients, generally those referred to the
nephrologist either because of a complex primary condition
(e.g. glomerulonephritis), or because the CKD turned out to
be a progressive condition during medical supervision in
primary care. Whereas most patients at UMC outpatient
clinics are also being followed at the UMC, also a proportion
of the outpatients returns to their referring nephrologists in
private practice or primary care after the work-up in the
UMC. This will have to be accounted for in the collection of
follow-up and outcome data.

The study is conducted according to the principles of Good
Clinical Practice. Clinical data are collected (see Table 1), ac-
cording to a core dataset for all patients which includes all data
and clinical indicators required by clinical guidelines and hence
corresponds to clinical routine. The core dataset is complemen-
ted by diagnosis-specific items for specific predefined diagnostic
categories (profiles), namely primary glomerular disease (PGD),
secondary glomerular disease (SGD), and adult polycystic
kidney disease (APKD), respectively. For PGD and SGD, the
renal disease must be proven by biopsy and in APKD patients
must comply with the Ravine criteria. For the baseline cohort,
the data bank is enriched by a number of relevant issues not part
of the clinical routine, such as the Charlson index for comorbid-
ity, the SF-12 health index and ankle-brachial index. Follow-up
data are collected yearly based on routine clinical care.

Follow-up data include updated medical history, including
cardiovascular events, current medication use and

morphometric and laboratory measures (Table 1). Main
outcome parameters are start and mode of renal replacement
therapy, the (cardiovascular) complications of CKD,

F IGURE 1 : Flowchart showing workflow and structure of the PSI biobanks. In each UMC, the disease-based biobanks collect data and
biosamples. The data are entered into a central database, the biosamples are stored locally.

Table 1: Biobank Content PSI BIND-NL cohort, (exerpt)

CORE DATASET:
Socio-demographic characteristics
Lifestyle behaviour
Medical history
Family medical history
Medication
SF-12 questionnaire
Antropometrics
Blood pressure
Ankle-brachial index
ECG

Biochemistry (baseline)
Albumin, alkaline phosphatase, bicarbonate, calcium, chloride,

creatinine, (hs)CRP. ferritin, glucose, haemoglobin, haematocrit,
HbA1C, HDL cholesterol, iron, LDH, LDL cholesterol, leukocytes
and differentiation, MCV, sodium, total cholesterol, total serum
protein, triglycerides, thrombocytes, TYBC, urea, uric acid, PTH

Urine biochemistry (24 h urine)
Albumin, chloride, creatinine, osmolarity, potassium, sodium, urea

Biobank
Serum, citrate plasma, urine, DNA

Follow-up
Routine clinical and biochemical data
CV complications; hospitalizations; hospitalization diagnoses, start

and mode of renal replacement therapy, death, cause of death
DIAGNOSIS-SPECIFIC DATASETS
Primary glomerular disease:
Disease-specific questionnaires

Secondary glomerular disease:
ANA, ANCO, anti-ENA, complementC3, C4, ESR, disease specific

questionnaires
ACR/RCA criteria, SLEDAI-2 K, BVAS 2003, SLICC/ACR damage

index
Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease
Disease-specific questionnaires
Ultrasound, CT-scan, MRI scan
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hospitalizations and hospitalization diagnoses, mortality and
cause of death, as well as health care costs. For patients remain-
ing under UMC care, clinical and biochemical data and bio-
samples are collected at the outpatient clinic. For patients that
have returned to private practice or routine care, only clinical
data will be collected during follow-up, wherever possible. To
reliably assess outcome data in patients no longer under UMC
care, links are being established with other databases and regis-
tries available in the Netherlands with full national coverage on
hospitalization and hospitalization diagnoses (www.
dutchhospitaldata.nl), entry in renal replacement therapy
(www.renine.nl) and death (www.cbs.nl), respectively.

To facilitate future collaboration with cohorts in the Neth-
erlands and abroad, interoperability and exchange of data, the
data architecture is designed according to the format of the
Renal DataSHaPER (www.regenet.eu) (Data Schema and
Harmonization Platform for Epidemiological Research). The
Renal DataSHaPER is a data harmonization format for renal
cohorts, developed as part of the GENECURE FP6 project
(www.genecure.eu) 7 in collaboration with P3G (Public Popu-
lation Project in Genomics; www.p3g.org), as the first disease-
specific elaboration of the generic Data-SHaPER, a data har-
monization tool for general population cohorts developed by
P3G to enable the (very) large-scale collaboration between
multiple cohorts required to achieve sufficient power for
genome-wide association study (GWAS) studies [6].

Biobanking

Biobanking is performed locally at the participating centres,
with de-central sampling, sample tracking and storage, linked
together by SOPs across the different UMCs. All centres use the
same SOPs for collecting, handling, identification and storage of
biomaterial. Stored materials include EDTA-plasma, citrate-
plasma, heparin-plasma and serum. All these materials are ali-
quotted in several (minimal five per type of material) 0.5 mL
tubes and stored at −80°C within specified time-frames. In add-
ition a minimum of five aliquots of 1 mL urine taken from a
stirred and timed 24-h urine collection is stored as well. In dedi-
cated centres, urine is collected and stored after addition of pro-
tease inhibitors for exosome studies. Finally, a separate EDTA
sample is stored at −80° C for DNA isolation of those consent-
ing subjects.

Current status

At the time of this writing, over 2100 patients have been in-
cluded under the start-up funding. During the transition to in-
corporation in regular care, the inclusion will continue at a
lower rate. Depending on the success of transition to regular
care, and available future funding, inclusion will continue.
Follow-up is likewise aimed to be ongoing (as it is in clinical
care), and not limited to a fixed period of time.

PERSPECTIVES

Over the last two decades substantial insights on the factors
driving CKD and its complications have been obtained from
data from large randomized clinical trials (RCT),89

demonstrating the effect of pharmacological interventions,
thus providing a basis for current evidence-based treatment in
CKD [7, 8]. Yet, despite these treatments and despite their
proven efficacy, prognosis in CKD is still grim. This could well
relate to interaction of therapy with lifestyle factors, such as
sodium and phosphate intake, on the therapeutic efficacy
[9, 10], but may also be inherent to the differences between the
standardized setting of the RCTs and the much more hetero-
geneous setting of daily clinical practice. Data from non-
selected cohorts of CKD patients are therefore of utmost im-
portance to increase our understanding of the factors driving
progression of CKD and its complications.

Whereas several very large-scale studies and meta-ana-
lyses on renal phenotypes are available, with data on renal
phenotypes obtained mainly from the general population
[11, 12], it has been pointed out that the number of true
CKD patients available in well-documented cohorts is still
modest, in particular with regard to the availability of bio-
samples [13]. In the USA, the Chronic Renal Insufficiency
Cohort (CRIC) includes over 3000 patients of diverse ethnic
background [14] and, in Japan, the Chronic Kidney Disease
Japan Cohort (CKD-JAC) has included 3000 patients [15].
As the epidemiology of CKD is geographically diverse, with
respect to genetic and environmental background as well as
the organization of health care, extrapolation of one national
setting to the other is unlikely to be justified. It would be im-
portant to have data from different cohorts from different
settings, first, to provide data for the specific geographic
setting, and second, to be able to investigate for generalizability
and independent replication of data by combined analyses of
data from different cohorts. In Europe, recently, the German
Chronic Kidney Disease Cohort (G-CKD) was established,
which included 5000 CKD patients with moderate reduction of
GFR and/or proteinuria at enrolment, with a design resembling
the BIND-NL cohort [13]. Moreover, in France, the CKD-REIN
cohort, striving for representativeness of the CKD population in
France is about to start its inclusion, aiming for 3600 patients
with eGFR <60 mL/min [16]. Taken together with already avail-
able European CKD cohorts, such as the Masterplan cohort (n
= 793) [17] and the NephroTest cohort (n-1038) [18], this can
provide substantial critical mass for collaborative clinical studies
on CKD in Europe.

Considering the rapid developments, in particular in genet-
ics and proteomics, the availability of such resources is highly
relevant to test the prognostic and clinical significance of novel
findings in the setting of CKD in clinical practice. For instance,
GWAS identified numerous loci associated with differences in
eGFR in the general population [4, 19]. To prioritize for
follow-up studies among the many loci, it would be important
to assess whether loci are also associated with CKD, progres-
sive renal function loss and an increased risk for end-stage
renal disease. As to the latter, it is relevant that excess cardio-
vascular mortality acts as a competing risk (see Figure 2): the
true relationships can thus be unravelled only by longitudinal
data. Availability of environmental data, including nutrition
and medication, is not only relevant in themselves, but also to
assess modifiability of genetically conferred risk. In this
respect, the value of 24-h urine as a source of non-biased
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information on pivotal nutrition factors, such as sodium and
phosphate, cannot be overestimated.

The BIND-NL group will take up studies investigating the
determinants of progressive renal function loss and its compli-
cations in this particular cohort, and is designed to be open to
adjunct studies, both in its own right and in a collaborative
setting. For long-term follow-up of the CKD patients, moreover,
collaboration will be established with the registries for dialysis
(RENINE: www.renine.nl) and transplantation (NOTR) in the
Netherlands, respectively, to enable a lifelong follow-up of the
patients across the different stages of their renal condition.

The scientific program addresses several domains, i.e. bio-
medical, psychosocial, quality of care/clinical governance and
health economics. Main topics within these domains are pro-
vided in Table 2.

ACCESSIB IL ITY OF THE DATA

The PSI BIND-NL cohort seeks to promote collaborative pro-
jects. Interested investigators, be it or not participants of the
BIND-NL can submit project proposals. A scientific commit-
tee with representatives of all participating centres will review
applications for access to the data and biosamples. The appli-
cations will be reviewed for compliance with the overriding
aim of promoting benefit for the renal patient, and for the
match with our scientific program, as well as for scientific
quality, novelty, feasibility and the suitability of the PSI BIND-
NL cohort for the study question,

LIMITATIONS

The data are obtained from routine clinical care from the
UMCs: this poses the limitations of the routine care setting as

well as the issue of patient selection, with allegedly more severe
cases of CKD, and over-representation of the primary renal
disorders. Whereas this selected population is worthwhile in-
vestigating in its own right because of the burden of disease it
represents, for better interpretation of the data from the
cohort, it will be important to assess the impact of selection by
proper patient characterization, and comparison to the avail-
able data on CKD in the Netherlands, i.e. data on the patients
entering renal replacement therapy (www.renine.nl) and on
CKD in large, unselected general population cohorts, such as
Lifelines [20], and moreover, with data from abroad. Albeit
not perfect, this will allow to assess the effects of selection for
the BIND-NL cohort.

F IGURE 2 : Theoretical graph, depicting course of overall risk (Y-axis) and risk contributors over the lifeline of the renal patient, with
proportion surviving over the progressive stages. Contribution of different categories of risk factors (common, uremia-related, treatment-related)
changes over the successive stages of CKD.

Table 2: Global study scientific programme by domain

Biomedical
Identify the determinants (clinical, biochemical, molecular, (epi-)genetic,
environmental and nutritional) of
a) Progressive renal function loss.
b) The (cardiovascular) complications of progressive renal function

loss.
c) Response to protective interventions.

Psychosocial
a) Quality of life, as such, and in relation to clinical parameters and

therapeutic regimen.
b) Social participation, as such and in relation to clinical parameters and

therapeutic regimen.
Quality of care and clinical governance
Provide descriptive inventory of therapeutic regimens in the different
centres (pharmacological and non-pharmacological) and
a) determine their associations with clinical indicators,
b) check their application against current guidelines,
c) analyse the association between guideline compliance and clinical

indicators.
Health economics
Cost-efficacy analyses of therapeutic regimen in relation to clinical
indicators and (future) long-term outcomes.
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CONCLUSIONS

The strength of the BIND-NL cohort is its basis in clinical care
for a broad range of CKD patients, with its longitudinal
follow-up, embedded in state of the art expertise on biobank-
ing, as provided by PSI. The aggregation and standardization
of clinical data and biosamples from large numbers of CKD
patients will be a strategic resource for translational research,
identifying novel pathways of disease, allowing better predict-
ive models, and identifying and prioritizing novel targets for
intervention. Moreover, it will provide data for clinical govern-
ance initiatives, including evaluation of coherence of clinical
decision-making, and evaluation of implementation of estab-
lished guidelines and its association with outcome. Thus, by
multifaceted studies rooted in clinical care, the BIND-NL
cohort will provide a long-term resource for improving
outcome in CKD [21–23].
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